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This Report is published in both Chinese and English. If there 

are any discrepancies between the two versions, the Chinese 

version shall take precedence. For questions and comments 

about any of the information in this report, please contact us by 

phone or mail at:

Department: Secretariat of Board of Directors, China 

Metallurgical Group Corp.

Address: No.28, Shuguangxili, Chaoyang District, Beijing 

Postal Code: 100028

Telephone: 0086-10-59869189

Fax: 0086-10-59869164

Email: shzrbg@mcc.com.cn

This Report is an actual reflection of how MCC performs its economic, 

environmental and social responsibility and how it achieves comprehensive, 

balanced and sustainable development. The information and data contained herein 

comes primarily from MCC’s official documents and statistical reports, as well as 

from the subsidiaries’ statistical reports with regard to their respective social 

responsibility practices. Financial data is sourced mainly from MCC’s 2009 financial 

reports, while other data can be appropriately traced back to previous annual 

reports. Unless otherwise specified, all financial figures are quoted in Chinese yuan 

(Renminbi).

This Report has been written based on the “Social Responsibility Guidelines for 

State-owned Enterprises” issued by the State-owned Assets Supervision and 

Administration Commission of the State Council, the “Sustainability Reporting 

Guidelines (2006)” released by the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), and the Ten 

Principles of the United Nations Global Compact, and according to MCC’s actual 

practices and experiences.

This Report is the first social responsibility report released by China Metallurgical Group Corporation. To facilitate 
interpretation and reading, “China Metallurgical Group Corporation” shall also be referred to as “MCC”, “MCC Group” or “we” 
in this Report.
Some MCC subsidiaries have changed their names before the release of this Report. In this Report, the names of MCC 
subsidiaries follows those on December 31, 2009.

Organizational scope: This Report covers MCC and its subsidiaries.

Time period: From January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009, plus some events 

occurring outside this time period.

Release cycle: This Report is released annually.

2 Report Compilation Basis

3   Data Declaration

Report Description

This Report is released to readers in two formats, an 

environmentally-friendly printed version and a readable PDF 

version which is available at MCC’s website 

(http://www.mcc.com.cn).

4   Language and Publication1 Scope of this Report
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In the past sixty years since the founding of the new China, 

we have created a long history and realized our dream of 

building the country’s steel and iron industry. Over the past 

three decades, we have witnessed the economic wonders 

achieved in the reform and opening up of our country. 

Throughout this time, MCC has become the founder and 

cornerstone of the industry. A long-established and highly 

specialized enterprise in China’s iron and steel industry, 

MCC has been implementing a scientific outlook on 

development across-the-board, abiding by its business 

philosophy of “Corporate Integrity and Customer 

Satisfaction”, and extensively performing its social 

responsibility. It has been committing itself to the 

development of the global market, with unremitting efforts in 

improving its international competitiveness through 

technological, managerial and cultural innovation, while 

continuously striving for better and greater performance. In 

2009, with an operating income of 176,611,573,000 yuan, 

we ranked 315th in the list of the Fortune Global 500 

Companies, stepping up 65 positions from the previous 

year, and 8th among the Top 225 Global Contractors. We 

were also recognized as a national innovation-oriented 

enterprise, and received numerous awards this year, 

including two national second prizes for scientific and 

technological progress, one gold medal and five silver 

medals for “national projects of excellence”, and seven “Lu 

Ban” awards for Chinese engineering projects, making 

2009 one of MCC’s best years in terms of awards and 

recognition.

In 2009, we made active efforts to cope with the global 

financial crisis and continued to develop in a scientific way. 

In 2009, with an operating income of 176,611,573,000 yuan, we were 

ranked 315 th in the list of the Fortune 500 Firms, stepping up 65 positions from the 

previous year, and 8 th among the world’s 225 largest engineering contractors.
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Despite the extremely difficult economic situation, we strove to innovate new models of EPC contracting and continuously strengthened our status as a 

leader in the field of project contracting. We witnessed a remarkably enhanced capability for resource acquisition and control by further accelerating ongoing 

resource development projects at home and abroad. We made significant progress in exporting metallurgical equipment and technology, exporting 

assembled equipment to developed countries such as Japan. We constructed social welfare housing, making full use of our own complete industrial chain 

for real estate development and our advantages in urban operations. This made an overall positive contribution to the improvement of residents living 

standard. In addition, we incorporated MCC Paper Group Co., Ltd. (MCC Paper Group), which further led to considerably increased levels of business 

management and increased capabilities for preserving and increasing the value of state-owned assets.

In 2009, we strengthened our scientific and technological innovation with the aim of improving our core competitiveness. We constantly improved our 

capacity for independent innovation and worked towards more scientific and technological achievements, to provide powerful technical support for 

expanding the emerging markets. In addition, we further enhanced our strategic cooperation among our production, training and research units, and 

accelerated the pace of industrialization of scientific and technological achievements while also prioritizing intellectual property protection. All these are in 

line with our objective of providing effective support to the building of innovation-oriented enterprises and competitive multinational companies.

In 2009, we continued to support the career development of our employees by putting people first. We also continued to fulfill our basic responsibilities in 

protecting employees’ rights and interests, providing them with equal development opportunities, and allowing them to grow together with the enterprise, all 

in the view of creating a harmonious labor relationship and enabling them to work with dignity.

In 2009, we continuously strengthened our management and customer service. We made unrelenting efforts to improve product quality and increase the 

level of customer service. We have established close partnerships with many enterprises and clients and growing together with them.

In 2009, we also doubled our efforts to promote environmental protection, focusing on the application of new technologies. In response to the country’s call 

for energy conservation and emission reduction and in response to the global climate and energy challenges, we enhanced our energy conservation and 

emission reduction management, increased our financial investments, and strengthened our capabilities in research and development, in an effort to 

develop a recycling economy, enhance resource conservation and contribute to the building of a resource-saving and environment-friendly society,

In 2009, we strengthened our system building in a bid to ensure production safety. Our efforts to create a safe and harmonious environment for scientific 

development include: advocating the idea of “safe development”, constantly improving the management system related to production safety, enhancing 

safety management, paying attention to occupational health, increasing levels of emergency management, and fostering a culture of safety.

In 2009, we adopted practical measures to promote social harmony. During our global operation, we endeavored to contribute to the creation of a 

harmonious society by operating on the basis of good faith, paying attention to communication and mutual cooperation with our stakeholders, supporting 

community development, respecting local culture, and fulfilling our responsibility as a corporate citizen.

To implement the scientific outlook on development in a way that highlights the performance of social responsibility, we gradually established and improved 

a social responsibility management system, organized a social responsibility leadership team, and maintained a social responsibility department under the 

BOD Office. These efforts provided an effective organizational safeguard for boosting corporate social responsibility and also promoted the formation and 

improvement of long-term effective mechanisms for performing social responsibility.

In the future, we shall continue to cooperate with all stakeholders and, centering upon the strategic objective of “constructing a world-class, internationally 

competitive enterprise group”, adhere to the philosophy of social responsibility and develop our industrial, technological and overall competitiveness, in order 

to make lasting contributions to the coordinated development of the economy, society and the environment. 
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The corporate governance system provides the organizational 

basis and safeguarding mechanisms for the advancement of the 

group’s work in the area of social responsibility. At present, the 

company’s social responsibility leadership group is the 

decision-making body for all matters involving social 

responsibility, while the subordinate social responsibility work 

office is in charge of specific organizational implementation of 

projects.

Risk Management System

The risk management system not only involves control over 

operational, financial and legal risks, but also stresses and 

strengthens the monitoring and management of social and 

environmental risks, with the aim of optimally avoiding and 

reducing enterprise risk and guaranteeing the smooth 

implementation of company projects. Enterprise risk 

assessments are also the basis for determining the group’s 

social responsibility policy.

Social Responsibility Report 2009
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Corporate Governance System

The responsibility promotion management system is responsible for 

internal publicity and dissemination of the group’s social responsibility 

philosophy and guiding principles. It is also responsible for the 

coordination of various departments within the company on relevant 

requirements for implementation, with the goal of the actual 

performance of social responsibility.

Responsibility Promotion Management 
System

Stakeholders are not only the targets in the implementation of the 

group’s social responsibility; they can also serve as evaluators of the 

results. Strengthening stakeholders’ participation in management, 

promoting communication and exchange between the enterprise and its 

stakeholders, understanding and responding to stakeholders’ 

requirements and expectations, protecting stakeholders’ right to know 

as well as rights to supervision and participation are all key points in the 

implementation of the group’s social responsibility.

Stakeholder Participation System



About Us

Company Profile

Major Development Strategy

Sustainability and Prosperity Through 

Continuous Innovation and Expansion

Corporate Integrity, Customer Satisfaction: 

Management Philosophy:

Engagement, Faith, Unity & Enterprise

Corporate Beliefs: 

Overall Objective: 
Building an internationally competitive world-class enterprise group

China Metallurgical Group Corporation (MCC), an extra-large enterprise group 

under the supervision of the State-owned Assets Supervision and 

Administration Commission of the State Council (SASAC), is the pioneer and 

constructor of China’s metallurgical industry. It shouldered in succession the 

tasks of constructing the country’s major steel industry bases including 

Baosteel, Anshan Steel, Wuhan Steel and Panzhihua Steel, making great 

contributions to the development of China’s metallurgical industry. MCC is also 

a major force in the country’s capital construction and overseas project 

contracting. It is a national key resource enterprise, owning production 

enterprises and mine resources for iron, copper, gold, nickel, cobalt, lead, zinc, 

aluminum, etc. It is also the sole state-owned papermaking enterprises which 

develops both domestic and foreign markets and uses both domestic and 

foreign resources. MCC is one of the country’s largest equipment 

manufacturers. In addition, it is also a major real estate developer, with the 

brand “MCC RE” enjoying great popularity in China’s real estate market. As an 

internationally renowned contractor, MCC has opened up markets across five 

continents, and has built a number of influential and cost-effective projects 

which have earned high recognition in the countries where they are located.

With a combination of research and development, consultancy and planning, 

surveying and mapping, supervision and design, construction, real estate 

development, equipment installation, equipment manufacturing and assembly, 

resource development, industrial production, technical service, and import and 

export trade, MCC is an extra-large multidisciplinary, multi-industrial and 

multinational enterprise group.

MCC has constantly increased its corporate competitiveness and sustainability 

thanks to all its hard work in programs that link restructuring to mechanical 

transformation, advance internal reform, make autonomous innovation, 

enhance corporate vitality, optimize business structure, improve modes of 

business operation, enhance business functions and improve the quality of 

development.

With its commitment to build an internationally competitive 

world-class enterprise group, MCC vigorously promotes the 

synagy development of its five main industries, actively offers 

value-added services through constant innovation, engages 

in “win-win” and “multi-win” cooperation on the basis of good 

faith, and adheres to its social responsibility philosophy of 

“continuous innovation and development for a better future”.

0403

Raising the level of innovation is the core of the company’s strategy 

and the engine of development;

Sustainable growth is the company’s core development strategy;

Long-term prosperity and safety is the shared vision of all MCC’s 

employees
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Corporate Governance

Social Recognition 

In 2009 MCC received ample recognition from various sections of society. The following are just some of the honors and 
accolades that MCC received in 2009.

–

Major
Rankings

Scientific
and
Technological
Strength

Product
Quality

Other
Honors
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Concept of Social Responsibility

Social Responsibility Assurance System

Social Responsibility Management

MCC Social 
Responsibility
Work

MCC’s Social Responsibility Assurance System

The Meaning of Social Responsibility for MCC

Social Responsibility Report 
2009

Corporate culture focusing on 
“Corporate Integrity, Customer 
Satisfaction”; scientific outlook on 
development, etc.

Internal Source of 
Responsibility

SASAC’s Social Responsibility 
Guidelines for State-owned 
Enterprises and other related 
policies and laws; domestic and 
foreign social responsibility 
standards and guidelines, etc.

External Source of 
Responsibility

Incorporate
into MCC’s 
social
responsibility
practices

Responsibility for scientific 
development
Responsibility for scientific and 
technological innovation
Responsibility for employees’ 
career development
Responsibility for customer 
service
Responsibility for 
environmental protection
Responsibility for production 
safety
Responsibility for a 
harmonious society

Meaning of Responsibility 
for MCC

Corporate
Governance
System

Responsibility
Promotion
Management
System

Risk
Management
System

Stakeholder
Participation
System



List of Stakeholders

Participation of Stakeholders

Method of Communication Key Indicators
Expectations from the 
CompanyStakeholder

Employees

Customers

Suppliers

Community

Government

SASAC

Shareholders

Ensure the supply of resources to the 
market, maintain healthy development, 
obey all laws and regulations, pay 
taxes according to the law, create 
employment opportunities, innovate, 
and protect the environment

Improve corporate governance, 
consistently increase company value, 
reduce risk, ensure stable operations 
and pay out dividends

Ensure sustainable development, 
protect employee rights and interests, 
provide bonuses and room for growth, 
provide a healthy and safe working 
environment and create multicultural 
surroundings

Timely and accurate information 
disclosure, regular visits, annual 
reporting, shareholders’ meeting

Diligently carry out the nation’s resource 
policy, participate in relevant policy 
formulation, participate in the 
investigations and research of relevant 
ministries and commissions, report back 
on special topics, report statistics, and 
host official visits

Ensure capital maintenance and 
appreciation of state property, improve 
corporate governance, focus on primary 
business, improve international 
competitiveness, actively implement the 
country’s policy on energy savings and 
emissions reduction and realize green 
operations

Formulate rules and regulations, put 
forward working objectives, formulate 
assessment criteria, report on work and 
report statistics

Prime operating revenue
Total profits
Return on equity
Value preservation and 
increase of state-owned assets

Provide high-quality yet affordable 
products, continuously increase service 
quality, ensure mutual and beneficial 
cooperation

Adhere to good business ethics and all 
relevant laws and statutes, establish 
long-term cooperation built on equality, 
realize win-win

Protect the community environment, 
promote community progress, support 
public welfare undertakings and create 
employment opportunities

Prime operating revenue
Total profits
Earnings per share
Total assets return-on-equity
Capital return-on-equity
Minority shareholder interests

Ratio of capital maintenance and 
appreciation of state property
Total taxes paid
Number of employees
Investments in science and 
technology
Energy savings and emission 
reduction
Production safety

Labor contract signing rate
Social security insurance rate
Investments in employee training
Workers’ conference frequency 

Customer credit ratings
Customer satisfaction
Contract enforcement rate

Contract enforcement rate
Total number of suppliers

Investments in community 
construction
Public beneficial donation 
amounts

Business negotiations, high-level 
dialogues, bidding, daily exchange and 
communications, and periodic visits

Sign co-development agreements, 
participate in community project 
construction, communicate periodically 
and develop cultural and social events

Communicate closely with customers, 
strictly abide by contract terms, provide 
abundant product and service 
information

Form labor unions, periodically convene 
workers' conferences, establish 
unobstructed internal communication 
channels, promote training

Social Responsibility Report 
2009



Organization

China Metallurgical Construction Association

China Enterprise Confederation
China Entrepreneurs Association

China Construction Industry Association

China Tendering & Bidding Association

China Association of Construction Enterprise Management

China International Contractors Association

China Chamber of Commerce for Machinery 
and Electronic Products Import and Export

China Association of International Engineering Contractors

China Iron and Steel Association

China Council for International Investment Promotion

China Mining Association

The Chinese Society for Metals

China Non-ferrous Metals Industry Association

China Association of Work Safety

Statistical Society for Foreign Economic Relations and 
Trade of China

Statistics Special Commission of China Construction 
Industry Association

China Institute of Internal Audit

President

Vice President

Standing Director

Member

Vice President

Vice President

Vice President

Member

Standing Director

Standing Director

Presiding Organization

Standing Director

Standing Director

Standing Director

Director

Standing Director

Director

China Paper Association Deputy Director

Accounting Society of China Director

DirectorChina National Association of Finance Companies

Position

Social Organization with which MCC is affiliated
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In 2009, despite the extremely difficult economic situation as the international financial crisis continued to spread, 
MCC saw a good momentum of development in various operations thanks to its in-depth implementation of a 
scientific outlook on development, timely adjustment of its development strategy, acceleration of its enterprise 
transformation, seizure of market opportunities, cost reduction and management improvement efforts. All these 
efforts laid a solid foundation for realizing the overall development goal of “Building an internationally competitive 
world-class enterprise group.”

As one of the world’s largest contractors, MCC participated in the planning, surveying, design and construction of almost all large Chinese steel 

complexes. It is capable of providing steel complexes with “total life cycle” services including survey, consultancy, design, construction, 

technological transformation and maintenance. It has established stable and close partnerships with Chinese steel enterprises and has carried out 

cooperation in diverse forms, contributing greatly to the development of the industry.

Responsibility for Scientific Development

Engineering and Construction Services

In 2009, MCC continually expanded into different modes of contracting and realized a shift from mere construction contracting to EPC (Engineering, 

Procurement and Construction), BT (Build-Transfer) and BOT (Build-Operate-Transfer). This was done in an attempt to increase the added value 

of project operations and the operational efficiency and profitability of engineering contracting by means of providing total supply chain services.

Actively Attempt New Modes of Contracting

EPC: Acronym for Engineering, Procurement and Construction, a mode in which according to contract terms the contractor undertakes the 

design, procurement, construction and commissioning of a project and is responsible for the project’s quality, safety, construction period 

and cost.

BOT: Acronym for Build-Operate-Transfer, a mode in which the employer of a project (mainly infrastructure projects) authorizes the 

contractor through a concession agreement to finance, design, build, operate and maintain the project, collect fees from users of the project 

within the specified concession period to recover costs of project investment, operation and maintenance and to obtain a certain 

remuneration, and then transfer the project to the employer after expiry of the concession period.

Knowledge

11 12

Case: China Minmetals Corporation’s wide and heavy plate upgrading project 

in Yingkou is the largest EPC project of China Jingye Engineering 

Construction Contraction Corp. (CJYC). The project built a 4,800mm 

double-stand wide and heavy plate plant with a building area of more than 

240,000 sq. meters; the gross weight of equipment was nearly 70,000 tons, 

and the steel structures used in the plant buildings weighed over 60,000 tons. 

The rolling mills for the new production line adopted SMS-Siemag’s 

technology, with rigidity of up to 9,500KN/mm and a maximum rolling load of 

120,000KN. They are equipped with mechanical hold-down devices and AGC 

(auto gauge control) devices, providing precise control over the thickness of 

steel plates. China Minmetals Corporation’s wide and heavy plate 
project, with CJYC as the EPC contractor.



Case: In October 2009, the 5,800m3 blast furnace of Shagang Group, the 

world’s largest and designed by WISDRI Engineering & Research 

Incorporation Ltd. (WISDRI), went into production. The furnace is currently 

the world’s largest capacity and most compact iron-making project. With a 

combination of the latest blast-furnace iron-making technologies and 

equipment at home and abroad, the project adopted the steel production 

processes featuring “one bottle for all”, as well as such technologies and 

equipment as fine feed, integrated furnace-body longevity, PW outside 

combustion stove, environment-friendly WSG001 slag treatment, 

oxygen-rich injection, AGS gas purification, top-pressure recovery turbine 

(TRT), EIC control systems and expert systems. 

In face of the harsh domestic situation in which steel investments slid down continually, MCC adjusted its market direction timely and decisively 

and actively attempted new modes of cooperation with governments, enterprises and banks relying on its experience and technical strength in 

construction of large buildings. Starting with urban construction projects, it entered into long-term development agreements for large integrated 

projects with local governments in Nanjing and Shijiazhuang. In the meantime, MCC made great efforts to develop civil projects such as municipal 

roads, expressways and stadiums, leading to a further enhanced capacity for coping with market changes.

In 2009, as the domestic steel industry suffered massively from the international financial crisis, MCC actively contributed to the increased level of 

metallurgical construction in China by identifying the needs of the upgrading of the steel industry and providing market-proven, advanced 

technologies, products and services.

MCC has designed and constructed the world’s largest blast furnace, the 5,800m3 blast furnace for Shagang Group; the largest domestic 

dephosphorization converter (300t); the self-developed high-capacity coke oven (JN70-2) with a 6.88m-tall coking chamber; the 5.5m-wide 

sintering machine, the largest of its kind in the country; the hematite palletizing grate-rotary kiln production line with the largest capacity (5 million 

tons/year) in the world, etc.

Open Non-metallurgical Markets

Social Responsibility Report 
2009

Continually Improve the Level of Metallurgical Construction

The 5,800m3 blast furnace in Shagang Group, 
designed by WISDRI.

Case: ACRE Coking & Refractory Engineering Consulting Corporation, 

MCC (ACRE) has independently developed the proprietary JNX70-series 

coke oven with a 6.98m tall coking chamber. This series of coke ovens are 

new-generation large-sized environment-friendly coke ovens with Chinese 

characteristics. These coke ovens feature high capacity, lower investment, 

high efficiency and high levels of control and environmental protection. 

Currently, there are 38 ovens already in operation or under construction. 

The technological transformation and expansion project (Bayuquan Coking 

Project, put into production on April 21, 2009) of Anshan Steel, which 

adopted a 6.88m JN70-2 coke oven, was hailed as one of the “Top 100 

Classic and Excellent Projects” over the 60 years since the founding of the 

new China.

The 6.98m-tall JN70-2 coke oven, independently 
developed by ACRE.



As an extra-large transnational enterprise group, MCC has always paid attention to the development of overseas operations, and has seen a 

continuously increasing level of international operations. In 2009, based on a careful analysis of the international market situation, MCC took up 

opportunities to accelerate its development of overseas contracting operations, leading to rapid development in its overseas contracting operations. 

At present, MCC is working on 129 overseas construction projects across five continents, involving 87 countries and regions including Pakistan, 

India, Japan, Canada, Brazil, Germany and South Africa.

Ample metal mineral resources serve as an important guarantee for the sustainable development of the national economy. MCC accelerated its 

“going global” strategy and vigorously developed iron ore resources, non-ferrous mineral resources and nonmetallic resources according to its 

business positioning of “giving priority to metallic minerals, locally rare resources and overseas resource development,” resulting in significantly 

enhanced control over resources.

In 2009, MCC further accelerated resource development projects at home and abroad, with a view of optimizing its strategic distribution of 

resources. By the end of 2009, MCC owned vast amounts of raw mineral resources overseas including 2,114 million tons of iron ore, 534 million 

tons of copper and 143 million tons of nickel. The company is one of the largest owners of copper and nickel reserves domestically. MCC also owns 

mines in China which contain 71 million tons of iron ore, 20 million tons of lead and zinc and 70 million tons of vanadium carbon shale. MCC is 

capable of smelt processing zinc, lead, copper as well as other metals.

Resources Exploitation

13 14

Case: MCC has invested 12.6 billion yuan in constructing the municipal 

infrastructure for Hengqin New District of Zhuhai. Covering an area of about 

106 sq kilometers, the project includes municipal roads, pipeline networks, 

dike and landscape works. 

Case: In November 2009, State Council Vice-Premier Li Keqiang, Papua New Guinea Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for Mines Sir 

Puka Temu and other officials attended a ceremony for the Ramu Project, giving high appraisal to MCC’s ground-breaking progress. The 

officials praised MCC for achieving comprehensive sustainable development in the project, and stated further that the Ramu project is 

symbolic of the relations between the two countries.

Ceremony for the unveiling of the Hengqin New District of Zhuhai and 
the start of the municipal infrastructure project held on December 
16, 2009.

Chinese Vice-Premier Li Keqiang expresses his sincere 
appreciation to the staff of the Ramu Project

Ramu nickel-cobalt project, BASAMUK smelting 
plant in Papua New Guinea



Finding and working with countries where resources abound and applying novel resource development modes and cooperation methods, MCC 

currently practices a variety of modes including direct investment, cooperative development, lease-based management, engineering for resources, 

deep-processing of products, international trade, and management on a commission basis, with further enhanced capacity for resource 

development and acquisition.

Equipment manufacturing is an expansion of MCC’s superiority in metallurgical technologies and construction technologies into the field of 

equipment manufacturing. Already a driving force in China in the localization of metallurgical equipment, MCC has mastered multiple industry core 

technologies and is capable of producing complete sets of proprietary metallurgical equipment.

Steel structure: A structure of various steels put together by welding or  fastening, widely used in such fields as industrial and civil 

buildings, railways, roads and bridges, power plant frames, power transmission and transformation towers, radio and TV 

communications towers, offshore oil platforms, oil and gas pipelines, municipal construction, national defense and military industry.

In 2009, MCC focused on core parts manufacturing and equipment assembly. It strengthened industrialization and translation of proprietary 

technologies into products, while further enhancing its capacity for the manufacturing of metallurgical equipment. For that year, it manufactured 

143,700 tons of mechanical equipment and 10,300 sets of electronic and instrument control equipment, with sale volumes of 145,800 tons and 

11,600 sets respectively. “MCC-made” technologies and equipment were exported not only to large developing countries such as Brazil and India, 

but also to developed countries such as Japan, marking the momentous breakthrough and progress in China’s metallurgical equipment 

manufacturing.

Innovate Resource Development Modes according to Local Conditions

Improve Capacity for Metallurgical Equipment Manufacturing

Equipment Manufacturing

Knowledge

Case: MCC exports internationally advanced complete sets of core equipment 

for the steel industry

Independently developed and designed by Changtian International Engineering 

Corporation (CIE), the export of the 185sqm. No. 5-2 sintering machine to 

Japan’s Wakayama Steel Works marked the first time a company in China 

exported a complete set of steel industry core equipment to a developed nation. 

The equipment passed all performance tests, with 100% operability and a 

cooling load trial run air leakage ratio of 16.5% under 19,000 cycles of master 

drawing negative pressure. The ratio set a new international standard for the 

industry, and received high appraisal from the customer.
Japan Sumitomo Metal’s letter of acknowledgement 

to CIE

Social Responsibility Report 
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Maintain the Lead in the Field of Steel Structure

Case: MCC participates in steel structure construction for 

the National Stadium (the Bird’s Nest).

MCC was charged with the installation and testing of the 

steel structures in the eastern section of the “Bird’s Nest”. 

In addition to utilizing new installation techniques during 

construction, MCC applied its world-class, proprietary, 

national grade long-span spatial lattice steel structures in 

design and manufacturing, helping to forge a “Bird’s Nest 

of utmost quality.”

Case: Shanghai Baoye Construction Corp., Ltd. 

(SBC-MCC) constructed the steel structures for the Theme 

Pavilion of Expo 2010 Shanghai China. During 

construction, SBC-MCC overcame a series of technical 

difficulties such as the immense span of the roofing system 

(the span of the east section is 144m; the truss weighs up 

to 80 tons; the west section is a 126m-span broken-line 

double-string truss system, the largest in the country). The 

project earned SBC-MCC praise and high regard from the 

Bureau of Shanghai World Expo Coordination and the 

general contractor. It revealed the strength of SBC-MCC 

and reinforced its first-class global steel structure brand.

Case: MCC was chosen as the general contractor of 

Universal Studios Singapore located within Resorts World 

Sentosa on Sentosa Island, Singapore and also as the 

designated subcontractor for steel structure construction of 

Resorts World Sentosa, thanks to its profound 

technological strength. During construction, MCC 

surmounted various difficulties such as the tight 

construction period as well as the technical complexities of 

steel structures, and was openly praised by the owner 

several times.

As China’s largest steel structure producer, MCC took advantage of a critical point in the nation’s construction of large-scale steel structure bases 

to further strengthen its development capability in steel structure business operations in 2009. Its production scale, market share and technological 

skill level all continued to hold leading positions in the domestic industry, with a great number of manufacturing and installation technologies 

already up to international standards.

Bird’s Nest

Theme Pavilion of Expo 2010 Shanghai China

Universal Studios Singapore, Resorts World Sentosa, Sentosa Island.
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Property Development
Sticking to its strategy of having a uniform business brand and optimal regional distribution, and bringing into play its advantages of having a complete 

industry chain from design, construction and procurement to capital operation, MCC has constantly accelerated the pace of its property development and 

enhanced its competitiveness in all segments of the value chain, striving to become a top-notch real estate developer in the country.

In 2009, despite large fluctuations in the domestic real estate industry, MCC was able to take full advantage of favorable policy conditions and 

government-enterprise-bank cooperation to formulate a flexible product strategy and strengthen its management mechanisms. Total contracted sales area 

for the year reached 1.241 million square meters, a year-on-year increase of 105%. At the same time, total contracted sales volume reached 11.294 billion 

yuan, a year-on-year increase of 179%. The company signed agreements for five land development projects worth a total of 71.826 billion yuan, with the 

total land consolidation area reaching 25.42 square kilometers. Class A land development projects not only served to reduce the risks of the company, they 

also brought advantages of scale and enhanced the company’s ability to forge ahead with sustainable development. MCC’s property development 

business unit currently has a presence in 60 cities including Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin and Nanjing. Its property development brand, MCC Real Estate Co., 

Ltd. (MCC RE), enjoys a solid reputation and is well-known in the market.

Accelerating construction of social welfare affordable housing projects and improving the living conditions of medium- and social welfare urban 

residents is crucial for improving people’s well-being and maintaining the harmonious and stable development of the society. MCC has always kept 

in mind its mission and responsibility to society. In an effort to actively implement the country’s strategic move of constructing social welfare housing, 

MCC made full use of its complete industrial chain in property development and its strengths in urban operations. With the development mode of 

reciprocal “government-enterprise-bank” guarantee, it has realized an effective development of peripheral auxiliary facilities while constructing social 

welfare housing projects, making an active contribution to promoting urbanization and improving the people’s standard of living.

By the end of 2009, MCC had obtained a line of credit from major commercial banks amounting to 45 billion yuan for social welfare housing project 

construction. It has also successfully developed 29 projects with a total building area of 13,258,000 square meters.

MCC signs social welfare housing credit agreements (35 billion yuan 

in total) with the four major state-owned banks, Agricultural Bank of 

China, Bank of China, China Construction Bank and Bank of 

Communications.

Lianhua Village affordable housing in Hexi District, Nanjing, 

constructed by MCC Real Estate Co., Ltd. (MCC RE).

Social welfare Housing: Housing, provided by the government in the course of social security by classes for medium- and social welfare 

households, with restricted supply targets, construction standards, selling prices or rental standards, including commercial housing with 

restricted selling prices and apartment types, affordable housing, policy-related housing for lease, etc.

Special Topic: Keep in mind the mission, develop social welfare housing

Knowledge

Social Responsibility Report 
2009



As a state-owned enterprise focusing on the paper business, MCC incorporated MCC Paper Group, a combination of papermaking, pulping, papermaking 

machinery, equipment installation, printing and packaging, trade, import and export and the development of papermaking forest bases, consisting of 7 

wholly-funded and controlled subsidiaries. By the end of 2009, MCC Paper Group had total assets valued at 16,484,484,000 yuan and net assets at 

3,634,987 yuan, with an annual capacity and production of combined paper and pulp (pulp board) of some 1.5 million tons and 1 million tons, respectively.

“Building a green papermaking industry and taking a path of sustainability”, a forest-paper integration concept first raised in China, is the development theme 

and characteristic of MCC Paper Group. MCC Paper Group has practiced the concept overall and given equal importance to corporate development and 

environmental protection. It has made great efforts to: i) develop a recycling economy that would maximize the utilization and recycling of wastes and, 

according to the mode of recycling economy and ecological industry and on the basis of effectively promoting the environmental management system, 

continually extend the comprehensive utilization of resources so that waste production in the process of enterprise production is minimized, reduced and 

recycled and both economic and environmental benefits are thus achieved; ii) optimize industrial and product structure, extending the ecological industrial 

chain by applying eco-economic principles and gathering materials, energy and information together, so as to form an organic industrial chain of balance, 

interaction and co-development; iii) adjust the raw material structure in a scientific manner starting with controlling the sources, actively use renewable 

resources for product innovation, and apply new technologies, processes and equipment to explore new and more advanced technologies for pollution 

reduction and papermaking, creating economic profits for the enterprise and forming a benign circle of “resources, products and renewable resources.” The 

across-the-board implementation of the forest-paper integration has led to a shift in China’s papermaking industry from traditional to modern papermaking.

Paper-making Business

Hu Jintao, Jiao Qinglin, Hui Liangyu and former 

Vice President Zeng Qinghong visited MCC Meili. 

In their visit to MCC Meili’s Industrial Park, 

President Hu Jintao said, “This is a great deed for 

the good of the nation and the people; you must 

persevere in it.”
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Responsibility for Technological Innovation
Science and technology are the primary productive force and function as the revolutionary force that pushes human civilization forward. 
Facing the tense international competition and the general trend in which the world’s science and technology develop rapidly, MCC has 
carved out a path featuring combined production and research which promote each other, by sticking to adopting “innovation-driven 
improvement” as the core of its overall strategy for development, focusing on market orientation and the tackling of key technologies and 
persevering in technological innovation and advancement.

In July 2009, MCC was jointly recognized by the Ministry of Science and Technology, SASAC and the ACFTU as one of the country’s second group of 

innovation-oriented enterprises, and 28 subsidiaries were named the innovation-oriented enterprises of MCC.

Improve Proprietary Innovation Capabilities

In 2009, MCC won 2 national second prizes for scientific and technological progress: for the project of “Research and Application of Key Technologies on 

Stability of Modern Steel Structure” completed by SBC-MCC in cooperation with Tsinghua University, Xian University of Architecture and Technology and 

Zhejiang University, and for the project of “Digestion, Development and Application of Imported Coke Dry Quenching” completed by ACRE in collaboration 

with Anshan Huata CDQ Engineering & Technology Co., Ltd. and University of Science & Technology Beijing, respectively. In addition, China Iron & Steel 

Association and the Chinese Society for Metals conferred 12 awards for metallurgical science and technology on MCC, including 4 second prizes and 8 

third prizes.

MCC has formulated the MCC Standard for Establishing an Innovative Enterprise and formed a “national, provincial & ministerial group” three-level 

technology innovation platform. It currently owns 1 national-level enterprise technology center, 18 provincial and ministerial-level enterprise technology 

centers, 22 group-level technology centers and R&D bases, 4 national engineering research centers, 13 provincial and ministerial-level engineering 

research centers, 3 provincial and ministerial-level laboratories, 4 postdoctoral workstations, 4 master’s degree granting points, 4 national R&D centers, and 

10 national design and research institutes.

In 2009, MCC was approved to preside over 3 projects (tasks) under the Hi-Tech Research and Development Program (863 Program) of the Ministry of 

Science and Technology, 1 national science and technology support plan project (task), 4 projects funded by scientific research academies, over 10 

ministerial-level research projects of the Ministry of Finance, the National Development and Reform Commission, the Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural 

Development and the Ministry of Environmental Protection, as well as 15 research projects funded by local governments.

Win science and technology awards. 

Establish and improve the technological innovation system. 

Strive actively for national research projects. 

Social Responsibility Report 
2009

Plaque of National Innovative Enterprise Plaque of MCC Innovative Enterprise



MCC combined together technological innovation, management innovation and cultural innovation. It established the chief specialist system and chief 

mechanic system, forming a talent mechanism conducive to innovation. MCC amply rewards scientists who make outstanding contributions to the 

development of the group, and encourages more employees to become innovative talents. By the end of 2009, MCC had retained 14,351 scientific and 

technological talents, including 2,716 R&D personnel, 130 doctors, 2,456 masters and 7,935 bachelor degree holders.

Give high priority on the development of innovative talent. 

Social Responsibility Report 2009

In its effort to implement the spirit of the National Intellectual Property Strategy Compendium, MCC saw intellectual property as an important part of its 

overall strategy, actively promoted the combination of technology and management, and gave full play to the fundamental role of the market in the allocation 

of scientific and technological resources. It also increased investment in technological innovation and directed its subsidiaries to become the main bodies 

of technological innovation, with the aim of improving its capacity for the creation, application, protection and management of intellectual property, and of 

forging its intellectual property advantage step by step. Currently, it has formed a group of core technologies with independent intellectual property, 

providing effective support for the building of an innovative enterprise as well as for rapid development.

MCC’s intellectual property strategy centers mainly upon four aspects, i.e. strategic decision-making, scientific and technological innovation, leading talent 

and industrialization. MCC is always dedicated to improving its overall competitiveness in a way that adopts the building of an innovation-oriented enterprise 

as the strategic goal, takes sustainable development as the strategic direction and sees the competition for economic and technological leadership as the 

strategic key point. This demonstrates its strategic guiding principles for scientific and technological development – independent innovation, breakthrough 

in key aspects, supporting development and leading the way to the future.

In 2009, MCC further enhanced its work on intellectual property, and formulated a series of management measures such as the MCC Intellectual Property 

Management Regulations. It also rationalized its intellectual property management system and formed a system that features consistent authority and 

responsibility, rational division of work, scientific decision-making and effective enforcement and supervision, with a view of improving the awareness of and 

capacity for intellectual property protection, lowering associated costs and curbing acts of tort.

In the four years from 2006 to 2009, MCC’s patents in force rose 281% to 2,338 in 2009 from 614 in 2006; patent applications rose 1,577% to 2,046 in 2009 

from 122 in 2006; and patents granted rose 1,050% to 1,012 in 2009 from 88 in 2006. 

Reinforce Intellectual Property Rights Protection

19 20

Case: ACRE Coking & Refractory Engineering Consulting Corporation, MCC (ACRE)’s project for the 

importation, absorption and localization of coke dry quenching technology and equipment won the 

second national prize for scientific and technological progress in 2009.

This “coke dry quenching” (CDQ) plant currently features the most advanced coke quenching 

technology in the world, with three major advantages: energy savings, enhanced quality of coke and 

environmental protection. The project realized the localization of CDQ technology and equipment and 

made China one of the world’s leaders in the field of CDQ. At present, 126 CDQ projects designed or 

delivered on an EPC basis by ACRE each year reclaim 66.92 million tons of steam, save 60.22 million 

tons of water and 5.35 million tons of coal, and reduce emissions of 21,000 tons of smoke gas, 193,000 

tons of sulfur dioxide and 18.74 million tons of carbon dioxide.

CDQ Plant



Forge a World Leading Technical Enterprise
Adhering to innovation in science and technology as its core competitiveness for corporate development, MCC has always carried out technological 

innovation oriented towards the markets and continuously improved its capacity for transformation and industrialization of scientific and technological 

achievements. With the aim of changing its technological advantage into advantages in market competition, MCC thus provides powerful technical support 

developing emerging and overseas markets. Currently, a large number of MCC’s research results have reached the international leading level and have 

been successfully applied in the country’s major construction projects.

Case: In 2009, SBC-MCC completed nine years of cooperation with institutions such 

as Tsinghua University, Xi’an University of Architecture and Technology and Zhejiang 

University on the “Research and Application of Key Technologies on Stability of 

Modern Steel Structure” project. The research results filled the domestic gap in the 

theory on design of new members, reached international leading levels and won the 

national second prize for progress in science and technology.

Social Responsibility Report 
2009

The new terminal at Guangzhou Baiyun International 
Airport, which applied the technology.

According to the latest rankings by SASAC for patents held by state-owned enterprises, MCC is among the top enterprises in terms of the aforesaid three 

indicators. In 2009, its patents in force ranked 10th, its patent applications ranked 3rd and its patents granted in the year ranked 4th, all raising 3 spots from 2008.
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Responsibility for Employee Growth
Adhering to its belief that human resource talent is the primary resource, MCC implements the country’s specific requirement of “respect for labor, 

knowledge, talent and creation”, puts its people first, and shoulders the basic responsibility of protecting the rights and interests of its employees, offering 

them equal development opportunities and enabling them to develop together with the group, with the aim of creating a harmonious labor relationship.

By the end of 2009, MCC had 166,547 employees (excluding overseas employees) in all, including 141,027 in-service employees (23.4% of them are 

female) and 39,535 out-of-service employees.

Safeguard Employees’ Interests
MCC strictly abides by all relevant labor laws and regulations, actively upholds the lawful rights and interests of its employees and pursues equal and 

nondiscriminatory employment, in an effort to promote a harmonious and stable labor relationship. In 2009, despite the financial crisis, MCC guaranteed 

the employment rights of employees by taking active measures and ensuring no lay-offs. While boosting production and management, it released salaries 

on time, with their employees’ average income growth higher than the social average. 

21 22

Efforts Made to Protect Employees’ Rights and Interests in 2009

To ensure and protect the employees’ right to know and rights of participation, review and supervision, WSGRI has made constant innovation in its 

workers’ congress. At present, its representatives of grass-roots employees account for 50% of its total employees, and the representatives of 

migrant workers, temporary workers and contract workers account for 10% of the total, making its workers’ congress a true representative body 

through which the employees can exercise their power of democratic management on an equal footing.

Set up 555 labor unions, covering employees on a 100% basis; set up 328 
staff centers

Employees raised 5,654 pieces of rationalization proposals

The Workers’ Congress received 882 motions and handled 700 of them

The transparency of enterprise affairs was 85%

Labor contracts were signed on a  nearly 100% basis

61 collective contracts were signed, covering 100,442 employees

Social insurance and accumulation funds were paid in full 
as scheduled

Formulated and conscientiously implemented the system 
of paid annual leave for employees

Practiced equal pay for equal work, regardless of gender 
offered equal career development opportunities

No employment of child labor; no forced labor and 
discrimination in any form

Case: Wuhan Surveying-Geotechnical Research Institute Co., MCC Group (WSGRI) practices democratic management

Age breakdown of full time employees

Above 56 51-55 46-50

41-45 36-40 Under 35

Education level of full time employees
Post-graduate Undergraduate Junior college

High school, secondary school, technical school

Middle school and below



Facilitate Employee Growth
MCC prioritizes the development of its employees, commits itself to strengthening the management team and vigorously fosters specialized technical 

personnel and specialists. It strives to provide its employees with diverse development paths and broad room for development.

Social Responsibility Report 
2009

MCC was honored in 2009 as one of the “Top 100 

Employers for Beijing College and University Graduates” and 

one of “China's Top Undergraduate Employers.”

In 2009, in face of the immense pressure posed by the global financial crisis, 

MCC persevered in performing its social responsibility and responded actively 

to the government’s call for the promotion of employment. As one of the first 

bases for university graduate internships approved by the Ministry of Human 

Resources and Social Security, in 2009 MCC provided more than 1,000 

internships for university graduates, received 5,038 graduates, and recruited 

4,322 persons from the society.

Currently, MCC has established a human resource management system and incentive mechanisms covering various fields such as 

promotion, performance management, salary administration and training. MCC is widely favored by college and university graduates 

because of its established corporate culture, good brand image and attractive human resource management mechanism, fully 

demonstrating the charisma and influence of the MCC brand among the college and university graduates.

MCC adheres to a strategy of corporate invigoration through human resource 

development. With a belief that training is done for the benefit of the development of 

the group, MCC has established an all-around training system based on the MCC 

Human Talents School and the MCC Training College, featuring level-to-level 

management and the training of students in accordance with their aptitude. In 2009, 

77,767 persons across the group, including managers, specialists and skilled 

workers, participated in training.

Based mainly on the MCC Human Talents School, MCC organized the training of 

executives and those in reserve by making full use of such training channels as the 

Party School of the CPC Central Committee, the Chinese Academy of Governance 

and the National Accounting Institutes. In alliance with colleges and universities, 

MCC provides professional training such as Doctor of Engineering, Master of 

Engineering, MBA and EMBA programs, as well as international business English 

training for project managers. In 2009, 3,138 persons across the group received 

various training courses. MCC has also formed a senior technician training system 

consisting of the MCC Training College, which mainly trains technicians and senior 

technicians in a centralized way (or by regions),  and the technical schools and 

training centers of the subsidiaries which preside over the training of junior, 

intermediate and senior workers. By the end of 2009, the number of employees 

qualified as technicians or senior technicians had reached 3,840 persons.

Employee Training

MCC Baosteel Technology Services Co., Ltd. (BTS) designed 

a two-day experiential outward bound training course for 

operation heads and team leaders, with the aim of improving 

their level of management and forging high-efficiency teams.

Employee Recruitment



MCC places high emphasis on the career development of its employees. It has established multiple channels for career development and forged a 

professional, high-quality workforce, laying a sound foundation for employee development. 

MCC has formed the career development paths from ordinary researcher to enterprise academic leader or technical elite, group chief expert and to 

national-level expert (academician or national exploration & design master), and from junior worker to intermediate worker, senior worker, technician, senior 

technician, MCC technical expert, state-owned enterprise technical expert, national technical expert and to group chief technician. At the same time, MCC 

works with Tsinghua University in the management ability certification of its team leaders. For the other management personnel, MCC provides conditions 

necessary to support their participation in various professional trainings and assessments, and organizes the assessment and examinations of various 

professional and technical certifications to boost their enthusiasm.

By the end of 2009, among all of MCC’s in-service employees, 122 persons were national-level technology talents, including: 1 CAE academician, 112 

technical experts entitled to receive the special government allowance, 3 persons listed in the National New Century Bai Qian Wan Talents Program and 

12 national-level exploration & design masters. Its technicians have reached 35,558 in number, making up 25.21% of the total in-service employees, 

including 32 group chief technicians, 21 national technical experts, 10 state-owned enterprise technical experts and 110 MCC technical experts.

MCC has established complete incentive assessment mechanisms to drive employee initiative and innovation. It strives to emphasize moral character, 

ability and performance as the primary criteria in employee assessment, and abides by the principle of "leading with both ability and integrity" while adopting 

hierarchical classification methods to assess employee performance.

In 2005, to carry out vocational skill certification and push the country’s vocational 

qualifications certificate system, MCC set up a vocational skill certification center, and 

established and improved the group’s operating mechanisms for vocational skill 

certification. To strengthen the vocational skill certification among its subsidiaries, it 

conducted vocational skill appraiser training courses at a number of its subsidiaries, with 

540 appraisers qualified after training.

By the end of 2009, MCC had 2 national-level exemplary bases for training of 

technicians, and 2 subsidiaries won national awards for outstanding contribution to 

technician training. 

Career Development

Enhanced Vocational Skill Certification
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A scene from the vocational skill competition



In 2009, MCC’s subsidiaries and staff won a great many national, provincial and ministerial honors and awards.

Employee Recognition

Social Responsibility Report 
2009

Honorary Title

Honorary Title

National Model Worker

National Pioneering Worker

National Advanced Unit for Spiritual 
Civilization Building

National Labor Day Certificate 
of Merit

National Woman Red-banner 
Pacesetter

Presented byAward Winner (Unit or Individual)

Fu Jun, Zhao Zhishun, Xiao Xuewen, Yan Dazhou, Cheng 
Bingqiang and Ma Jianhua

The team headed by Fan Weigao, the 4th Overhaul Branch Company of 
MCC Baosteel Technology Services Co., Ltd.; the Theme Pavilion 

project department of Shanghai Baoye Construction Corp., Ltd.; the 
Shougang Jingtang coking project department of MCC Jingtang 

Construction Corp., Ltd.; the architectural design department of CISDI 
Engineering Co., Ltd.; the 4th workshop of MCC Meili Paper Co., Ltd.

Changtian International Engineering Corporation , MCC, CC Paper 
Yinhe Co., Ltd.

MCC Group Central Research Institute of Building & Construction

China ENFI Engineering Corp., ACRE Coking & Refractory Engineering 
Consulting Corporation, MCC, MCC Shijiu Construction Co., Ltd., China 
20MCC Construction Co., Ltd., MCC Jingtang Construction Corp., Ltd., 

MCC Meili Paper Industry Group

Wang Zhongxu, Li Peng, Zou Jianhui, He Duzheng, Xi Bin, Li Zhaoyi, 
Ren Wei, Bai Li, Geng Huiliang and Wang Xuequn

100 Most Reputed Figures since the 
Founding of New China; and 60 

Trailblazers of the Year: - China’s 
Most Influential Model Workers

Luo Shu

State Council

ACFTU

ACFTU

ACFTU

ACFTU

ACFTU

Spiritual Civilization 
Steering Committee

Ministry of Human 
Resources and Social 

Security, SASAC

Ministry of Human 
Resources and Social 

Security, SASAC

All-China Federation of 
Returned Overseas 
Chinese, Overseas 

Chinese Affairs Office of 
the State Council

National Woman Contribution 
Pacesetter Post

State-owned Enterprise Advanced 
Collective

State-owned Enterprise Model 
Worker

National Advanced Individual of 
Returned Overseas Chinese Hou Xiangqun and Tian Weihong

National Labor Day Medal Geng Huiliang, Li Yinpeng and Yi Xingguo

Ma Wanshui 

All-China Women's Federation

National
Honors

Provincial &
Ministerial Honors

The extraction team for comprehensive indium utilization, MCC Huludao 
Nonferrous Metals Group Co., Ltd.

Award Winter (Unit or Individual) Presented by

A List of MCC’s Award Winners (Units and Individuals) in 2009 



Assist in the Development of Overseas Employees
MCC gives priority to hiring local people during its operations overseas, with a view of improving their skills and technical proficiency. While promoting local 

employment, it has greatly expanded the development space for local employees and boosted the development of the local economy. By the end of 2009, 

MCC employed a total of 3,742 overseas workers.

Social Responsibility Report 2009
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Case:“I’m a native of Quetta, Balochistan province of Pakistan. I joined MCC 

Resources Development Co., Ltd. (MRDL) in October 2002. Starting out as a 

mechanical engineer responsible for equipment maintenance and overhaul, I 

have now become the overall Pakistan manager for the concentration plant. In 

the meantime, I have undergone a series of technical and management training 

organized by the company, and joined a study tour to large mining enterprises 

in China. I feel my potential has been fully developed and I’ve greatly improved 

my quality of life.”

                                                                                               ————Ramzan Ali

Case: MCC Tongsin Resources Limited (MCCT) hired 1,500 local employees 

for its Saindak copper gold mine project, with locals accounting for 83% of the 

total workforce. The company also employed close to 200 local villagers as 

temporary workers. In 2009, nearly 4,900 local employees participated in 

various training, including 271 "mentor-student pairings", 531classroom 

training/lecture sessions, and close to 100 sessions in which Chinese experts 

trained local management and technical personnel.

Pakistan Manager for MRDL Concentration Plan



Care for Employees
The leadership of MCC gives great importance to caring for its employees, and a “help-the-poor” system has been established across the group. The 

group gives active assistance to its subsidiaries that encounter difficulties or disasters. In 2009, MCC invested 19,244,980 yuan in helping the needy 

employees, including 7,384 persons in need, 552 persons with financial difficulties in schooling of their children, and 6,158 persons with diseases; it also 

condoled 4,107 families of impoverished employees. Moreover, Under the leadership of the group, a number of subsidiaries improved their mutual-aid 

mechanisms and established mutual funds. In addition, MCC also conveys a happy birthday greeting to each employee on their birthday, thereby 

enhancing the sense of belonging and identification the employees have towards the group.

Case: Console retirees on  the eve of National Day

On the eve of National Day in 2009, MCC and its subsidiaries visited and 

extended regards to 12,945 retired comrades, workers and Party members, and 

gave gifts of money or goods worth 4,207,300 yuan in value.

Corporate Culture Building
MCC vigorously strengthened its corporate culture building, employing innovations in corporate culture to drive the group’s development, enhance 

cohesiveness, activate vast employee potential and further increase the group’s core competencies.

MCC shared values

MCC brand
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“Three-core” culture

Responsibility culture

Passion culture

MCC Weekly, MCC People, 

MCC TIMES, MCC website 

and the periodicals and 

websites of the 

subsidiaries
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Corporate culture building has led the group and its subsidiaries to a high degree of unity in terms of values, business philosophy, entrepreneurship, and 

MCC brand. At the same time, the group encourages its subsidiaries to form their own unique subcultures. By the end of 2009, 42 subsidiaries were up 

to the standard as national exemplary units of corporate culture building.

Case: MCC Shijiu Construction Co., Ltd. (Shijiu) forges a characteristic corporate culture brand, “Western Iron Army”

Shijiu has established its brand as “MCC Western Iron Army”, a corporate brand based on a profound culture, by extracting its unique cultural 

spirit formed over the past 40 years. Working hard in pursuit of excellence, Shijian has formed a cultural system with the core values of “integrity 

and co-development.”

In 2009, MCC achieved new breakthroughs in forging its corporate culture. News reports from media outlets such as Xinhua News Agency and the central 

government's web portal announced that MCC had completed the second phase of research on its corporate culture, firmly developing and establishing 

the MCC brand as well as cross-cultural studies and other monographic studies.

MCC attaches great importance to the cultural life of its employees and strives to help them realize a balance between work and leisure. In 2009, MCC 

carried out numerous recreational activities such as painting and calligraphy exhibitions, dance parties and basketball competitions. These activities 

helped to form the group into an even more cohesive force.

CCTEC Engineering Co., Ltd. (CCTEC) held the “Red Song Party” 

with the theme of “Singing the most beautiful song in your heart.”

Badminton match of the 1st MCC Workers’ Games



Responsibility for Customer Service

MCC keeps to the management philosophy of “Corporate Integrity Customer Satisfaction”. Adhering to the objective of improving 
product quality and the level of customer service, it has established close partnerships with many steel enterprises and other clients, 
striving to achieve co-development side by side with its clients.

Full Life Cycle Services
While participating in the construction of the main steel enterprises in China, MCC has also provided integrated steel technology services (equipment 

management, operation, maintenance and repair) to numerous steel enterprises, including Baosteel in Shanghai, Taiyuan Iron & Steel (Group) Co., Ltd. 

in Shanxi, LY Steel in Hunan, Shaoguan Iron and Steel Group Company Ltd. in Guangdong, Aoyufeng Iron and Steel Co., Ltd. in Zhuhai, Masteel in 

Anhui, Rizhao Steel in Shandong, Yantai Lubao Steel Pipe Co., Ltd., Jiangsu Changbao Precision Steel Tube Co., Ltd. and Nantong Steel.

Customer Feedback: Almost all Chinese large and medium-sized iron and 

steel complexes, including Baosteel, Anshan Steel, Wuhan Steel and 

Panzhihua Steel, have sent a letter of commendation or acknowledgement to 

MCC for its excellent customer service.

Case: Providing integrated services to Baosteel

MCC participated all the way in the construction of the project phases I, II and III of Baosteel, and it independently shouldered the design and 

construction of Baosteel’s phase III project. Over the past two decades, MCC Baosteel Technology Services Co., Ltd. (BTS) has provided 

Baosteel with the integrated management, operation, maintenance and repair services, including: i) plant-wide equipment overhaul; ii) 

restoration and manufacturing of spare parts; iii) treatment of solid waste such as slag; iv) majority of railway, road and water transportation 

services; and v) construction and maintenance of furnaces and kilns. Baosteel’s non-major production posts are all occupied by MCC 

employees. MCC has been a “strategic supplier” for Baosteel.

Baosteel

Social Responsibility Report 
2009
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Case: CISDI Engineering Co., Ltd. (CISDI) serves its 

customers with Web1800 remote on-line service system

In 2009, CISDI brought in the Web1800 remote online 

service system to better serve its global customers. The 

system features exceptionally easy client operations, 

allowing the client to obtain remote support from CISDI 

engineers as long as the client has access to the Internet.

Improve Global Services
MCC formulated the “MCC Customer and Supplier Management System” and designated a special body to conduct unified management of customers. 

It has established a sound global service system consisting of worldwide after-sales service centers which respond rapidly to customer requirements and 

provide them with comprehensive and systematic services, such as pre-sale research, production support and training, technical expert consultancy, 

equipment upgrading and transformation, and supply of spare parts, with a view of satisfying the diverse needs of customers at home and abroad. 

Customer Feddback: Employees of Capital Engineering & Research Incorporation Limited (CERI) earned the high recognition of “top-class 

technology and service” from the wide and heavy plate project headquarters of Echeng Iron & Steel Co., Ltd. for their customer-focused service 

awareness and dedication.

Improve Product Quality
MCC attaches great importance to product quality. Adhering to the principle of “best quality and competitive prices”, it offers global clients high-quality 

products and sincere services.

Case: MCC Northern Engineering & Technology Corporation (NETC) improves its reward and punishment system on product design quality

NETC introduced the Reward and Punishment Rules on Product Design Quality to enhance quality management and improve the product 

quality awareness of its employees. The Rules contain explicit provisions on punishment for design quality problems and rewards for 

outstanding design quality.



Responsibility for Environmental Protection

MCC’s environmental policy

Environmental Performance

MCC Energy Conservation and Emission Reduction Performance
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Stakeholders’ Q&A

Reinforce the Management System

Organizational System

Assessment, Reward and 
Punishment System

Statistical Supervision System



Encourage Energy-saving and Emission Reduction
MCC is actively engaged in energy saving and emission reduction. It constantly establishes and improves effective long-term mechanisms regarding 

energy saving and emission reduction, continues to increase investment in the field, and pays attention to “energy saving and emission reduction, 

pollution control and low-carbon economy” throughout its technical services. It also commits itself to equipment upgrading and to the research and 

application of technologies on energy saving and emission reduction, with the aim of improving its energy saving and emission reduction performance 

and the level of energy saving and emission reduction in the metallurgical industry.

Case: “Slag soaking treatment and zero emission project of Xinyu Iron & Steel Co., Ltd.” 

is recognized as an “exemplary technical project for environmental pollution prevention 

and control and recycling economy” by the Ministry  of Environmental Protection

This project is co-operated by MCC Group Central Research Institute of Building & 

Construction (CRIBC) and Xinyu Iron & Steel Co., Ltd. It recovers and comprehensively 

uses slag, and truly realizes “zero emission” of slag. The slag treatment technology 

adopted for the project is the leader in the field of slag treatment in China and in the 

world as a whole, providing a successful path for environmental management and 

energy saving and emission reduction among Chinese industrial enterprises.

MCC attaches high importance to the transformation and application of research results. Its engineering subsidiaries adopt green building technologies 

in civil engineering design, including ground source heat pump and solar technologies. The CISDI Building, designed and built independently by MCC, 

was honored as one of “China’s Top 10 Green Buildings in 2009.”

Develop a Cyclic Economy
MCC actively implements the basic national policy of resource saving and environmental protection. It vigorously develops a cyclic economy by sticking 

to a scientific outlook on development and focusing on increasing energy efficiency, with a view of lowering energy consumption and reducing 

environmental impact as well as production costs.

Case: MCC Paper Yinhe Co., Ltd. develops a cyclic economy

With an investment of 210 million yuan MCC Paper Yinhe Co., Ltd. has built 4 sets of 150t/d alkali recovery systems to solve pollution problems 

caused by the black liquor of wheat straw pulp. The systems process 600t of solid content of black liquor each day, cutting the pollution load by 

90%. The recovered sodium hydroxide is reused in production, which reduces costs by more than 8 million yuan each year. Its national-level 

technology R&D center has developed in succession a series of prize-winning papermaking energy saving and emission reduction technologies 

such as reusing recycled water, providing a technological guarantee for the development of a cyclic economy. 

Case: With more than 10 years of practical experience in waste incineration projects, 

ENFI has the proven waste incineration technologies as well as a specialized 

technological team, able to design, build and operate internationally leading waste 

incineration power plants. So far, ENFI has successfully designed 20 waste incineration 

projects in China and owns 2 projects on a BOT basis. The combined waste treatment 

capacity of these projects is 24,000t/d, nearly a third of the total waste treatment 

capacity of waste incineration projects in progress and already built in the country.

Waste Incineration Power Plant

Social Responsibility Report 
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Protect the Ecological Environment
A benign ecological environment is the foundation for subsistence and reproduction of human beings. In its global operations, MCC strictly abides by local 

laws and regulations on air pollution and waste discharge and actively conducts environmental protection promotion and training. These are part of its 

efforts to enhance its work of ecological protection and promote the improvement of local ecological environments. 
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Case: Huatian Engineering & Technology Corporation, MCC (HTC) 

operates, on a TOT+BOT basis, an urban sewage treatment plant in 

the city of Shouguang, Shandong province. The project treats 

120,000t of sewage a day with the processes of “anaerobic + 

oxidation ditch + reed wetland” and advanced treatment. It is a major 

energy-saving and emission reduction project in the country and was 

listed as an exemplary project by the former State Environmental 

Protection Administration. The completion of the project has great 

significance for improving the environmental condition of the 

Xiaoqinghe River in Shandong. 

Case: MCC Meili Paper Group Co., Ltd. (Meili) attempts the integration of forestation and papermaking

Meili launched years ago the desertification control and forestation campaign in the windy and arid Tengger Desert located in western China, 

with the aim to achieve the integration of forestation and papermaking. With a total investment of 4.5 billion yuan, the project was intended to 

remove the bottlenecks in upstream resources by developing forest resources and forging an industry chain of forestation, pulping and 

papermaking. Meili started the development of a fast-growing forest tree base. The satellite remote sensing revealed that .the area of forestation 

has reached 160,000 mu. The project has become a model of green papermaking in western China.

Case: During the Energy Efficiency Promotion Week of 2009, SBC-MCC gave vigorous publicity to the importance of energy saving and 

emission reduction in such forms as hanging banners and slogans and posting picture posters about environmental protection on its intranet. 

These are a part of its efforts to enhance its employees’ environmental awareness and advocate their contribution to energy saving, emission 

reduction and environmental protection. 

MCC firmly advocates green office principles. It endeavors to raise the employees’ water conservation awareness, advocate water, electricity and office 

supply conservation, promote automation, and cut down on unnecessary meetings.

The Industrial Park of MCC Meili Paper Group Co., Ltd.



Responsibility for Production Safety

Safe production is an important condition for the stable development of the national economy and society. It is the foundation for the 

harmonious and healthy development of enterprises. MCC attaches high importance to production safety management, actively 

advocates the concept of “safe development”, and keeps to the guidelines of “giving equal priority to safety, precaution and 

comprehensive management”. It constantly improves the management system relating to production safety, earnestly deals with safety 

quality standardization, and actively increases the level of production safety management, striving to create a harmonious and safe 

environment for the scientific development of the group.

Reinforce Safety Control
To ensure that it performs its production safety work well, MCC actively promotes the combination of the responsibility system and the accountability 

system on production safety by focusing on “adhering to safe development and building long-term effective mechanisms for production safety” and by 

taking into consideration the actual condition of the group, and by practicing the “one-vote-down system” in terms of production safety. The group 

implements the production safety responsibility system on every level, forming a chain of production safety responsibility. In 2009, it signed the production 

safety responsibility statements with all leaders of the subsidiaries.

MCC strictly exercises safety control over the work procedures and production processes. It also conducts safety inspections on a regular basis to detect 

problems as early as possible. If a breach of duty leads to accidents, the responsible persons will be severely disciplined according to relevant rules. In 

2009, the group organized 10 major safety inspections, with 59 subsidiaries and 90 construction sites (workshops) inspected.

In 2009, MCC launched a safety quality standardization campaign, during which 60 projects were recognized as standard construction sites (workshops).

Knowledge

MCC has formulated the MCC Measures for Management of EPC Projects, specifying the selection, location, subcontractors with production safety 

conditions or qualifications, the signing of production safety management agreements, and the requirement that subcontractors must establish their job 

responsibility systems, make technical clarifications on safety, carry out safety education, supervision and inspection and ensure construction safety.

Social Responsibility Report 
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The Xingfuling housing project in Chongqing, honored as MCC’s 

safety quality standardization construction site in 2009. The project 

was undertaken by China Metallurgical Construction Co., Ltd.



Professional Health and Safety
MCC pays consistent attention to improving the professional health and safety level of its employees. It has established its professional health and safety 

policy as “law-based, people first, pride in harmony; prevention and reduction of accident incidence”. It has also formed a sound professional health and 

safety management system. It organizes regular physical examinations for all employees each year, strives to improve the working environment, increases 

investment in protective devices, facilities and individual safety items. All these are part of its effort to effectively protect the employees’ health and safety 

and promote the safety development of the group.

Improve Emergency Plans
MCC and its subsidiaries have all established a management system regarding 

emergency plans for production safety accidents. They have also formulated 

special emergency plans and set up rescue teams, with the aim of constantly 

enhancing their abilities to deal with various accidents.

In 2009, with its strengthened efforts in terms of emergency rescue, MCC 

formulated or revised 19 overall response plans, 177 special response plans and 

391 on-the-spot response plans. MCC also organized a number of emergency 

drills accordingly. 
Emergency Drill in a subsidiary of MCC
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Enhance Safety Awareness
With a firm belief in “safe development” and “safety responsibility as the foremost priority”, MCC gives great importance to safety education and actively 

develops safety propaganda and education, so as to enhance the employees’ safety awareness.

In 2009, MCC organized 3 sessions of safety training catering to 160 persons. It conducted three-level safety education for newcomers to enhance their 

operational safety awareness, and strengthened the safety management of personnel in special operations to prevent accidents. In the meantime, based 

on the theme of "hidden risk management and accident prevention", MCC developed and launched the “production safety month” with the aim of building 

an atmosphere of “cherishing life and valuing safety.”

Three-level education: Education of newcomers for three levels, i.e. tier-2 subsidiary, tier-3 subsidiary and team.

Personnel in special operations: Those engaged directly in operations involving major safety hazards towards the operator, and more especially 

to others and surrounding facilities. 

Knowledge

Social Responsibility Report 2009



Responsibility for Social Harmony

In its global operations, MCC operates in good faith, strictly abides by local laws and regulations, prioritizes communication and equal 

cooperation with stakeholders, supports community development, respects local cultures and shoulders its responsibility as a corporate 

citizen, doing its part for a harmonious world.

Act with Integrity and Good Faith
MCC strictly requires its subsidiaries to operate lawfully and in good faith. It has strengthened its disciplinary inspection and supervision and enhanced its 

anti-corruption and integrity education, with to the aim of ensuring the group’s smooth operation. 

Operating in Good Faith

In its production and operation, MCC commits itself to offering products and 

services to the satisfaction of customers and the society in a manner that 

demonstrates good faith and keeps and fulfills its word. By the end of 2009, 11 

subsidiaries across the group had been rated as “AAA Credit Enterprises”, and a 

number of subsidiaries had been honored as “AAA Credible Enterprises” for 

several years in a row.

Disciplinary Inspection and Supervision

MCC attaches high importance to disciplinary inspection and supervision. In 2009, it set up a supervisory division to reinforce its work of disciplinary 

inspection and supervision. In addition, 15 lawbreaking and principal-breaching cases were investigated and handled throughout the year, with a 100% 

rate of settlement.

MCC placed emphasis on efficiency supervision. Of 378 projects approved for 2009, 100 key, difficult and at-a-loss projects were chosen and evaluated 

in the form of follow-up supervision, with 681 supervisory proposals raised. The move directly resulted in an increase in economic benefit of 48,739,700 

yuan, a reduction of economic loss of 6,549,300 yuan, and a generation of additional saving funds of 540 million yuan.

Anti-corruption and Integrity
MCC seriously implements the Work Plan on Establishing and Improving the 

Corruption Punishment and Prevention System (2008-2012). It set up a work 

leadership group consisting of major leaders and relevant department heads, 

established the work mechanism of “one post double duties”, and organized the 

investigation and correction of commercial bribery. 

In 2009, MCC organized 142 sessions of special lectures on anti-corruption and 

integrity, bringing together 9,997 participants. It provided 382 sessions of 

cautionary case education, with 22,337 participants. The leaders across the group 

signed 1,878 responsibility agreements and 2,411 letters of integrity commitment. 

In addition, 2,468 leaders reported on their integrity performance, 780 persons 

received cautionary talks, and 78 subsidiary leaderships were appraised and 

assessed.

Social Responsibility Report 
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MCC Jingtang Construction Corp., Ltd. holds the 
anti-corruption & integrity conference
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Global Citizenship
In its global operations, MCC conscientiously performs its obligations as a global citizen, enhancing its mutual-benefit awareness, building harmonious 

communities, promoting local employment, protecting local cultural relics, promoting multi-cultural exchange, serving the public and repaying society. 

Stakeholders’ Q&A
Q: Why does MCC give so much importance to local community development?

A: In its global operations, MCC’s survival and development relies on and is closed linked to the development of local communities. Therefore, 

the group attaches high importance to the employment of the residents of the local communities, promoting cultural exchange, helping 

communities improve infrastructure, protecting local cultural relics, improving the living standards of local residents, and enabling the group and 

communities to develop together.

Actively support the development of local 
communities to achieve co-development of 
the enterprise and local communities

Pay attention to the protection of local cultural 
relics, and ensure zero destruction of local 
cultural relics during project development and 
construction

Hire local labor forces in overseas operations 
abiding by relevant local laws and regulations

Promote multi-cultural exchange, respect local 
habits and customs, enhance cultural 
communication and include it as an important 
part of corporate culture

Build Harmonious Communities Protect Cultural Relics

Promote Local Employment Multi-cultural Exchange

Support Community 

Development

In 2009, the Ramu project “One Ramu, One Community” was selected as an example of exceptional conduct in the area of social responsibility 

in the state-owned enterprise category.



Cooperation for Mutuality
MCC attaches great importance to the establishment of a good cooperative relationship with stakeholders and always cooperates with them on the 

principle of equality and mutual benefit, with a view of promoting development side by side.

Cooperation with Governments

MCC attaches great importance to the cooperation with relevant government 

departments. In China, MCC has established strategic cooperation with central 

and local government agencies in many fields such as infrastructure, social 

welfare housing and resource development. Overseas, it has established good 

relations with governments of countries including Pakistan, Australia and Brazil, 

and operates locally in the fields of resource development and metallurgy. 

The provincial government of Hubei and the Metallurgical 

Corporation of China Limited (MCC Limited) signed a 

partnership framework agreement on December 21, 2009.

Case: Promote local employment

The Duddar Lead-Zinc Project of MCC Tongsin Resources Limited (MCCT) hires 

485 Pakistani employees, including 372 Lasbela natives, making up 22% of the 

total work force, with 105 of them hired as contract workers, accounting for 22%. 

This has greatly improved the local employment environment, broadened the local 

employment opportunities, boosted the local economy, and raised the living 

standards of Pakistani employees.

A Chinese worker tutors Pakistani employees

Case: MCC Mining (West Australia) (Pty.) Ltd. protects the indigenous cultural 

relics

In the Sino Iron Project area in Australia, where MCC Mining (West Australia) 

(Pty.) Ltd. is located, there are large quantities of stone artifacts (including stone 

knives, stone gallets and stone chisels), grottoes, rock carvings and shell utensils 

used by the indigenous people. To protect these cultural relics, the company 

engaged experts to survey the area and protected the discovered relics.

Rock Carvings

Social Responsibility Report 
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Cooperation with Businesses 
in the Same Trade

As one of the world’s Top 500 Firms, MCC enhanced its strategic cooperation with 

other domestic and foreign enterprises in the same trade on the basis of “equality, 

voluntariness, mutual benefit and co-development”, striving to achieve advantages 

in complementation and reciprocal development.

CISDI and Baoji Petroleum Steel Pipe Co., Ltd. entered 

into a strategic cooperation agreement

Responsible Procurements
MCC practices responsible procurement in a way that is just, fair and open. It stresses the suppliers’ protection of employee rights, interests and safety, 

as well as environmental protection, energy saving and emission reduction.

Case: CERI enhances supplier management

CERI manages its suppliers on three levels, mainly according to business segments. It has established a price database and a supplier 

management information system. In addition, it gives recognition to its outstanding suppliers each year.

Cooperation with Financial Institutions

In 2009, MCC successively concluded credit agreements with 10 major domestic 

banks, including China Development Bank, Export-Import Bank of China, China 

Construction Bank and Bank of China.

In the same year, MCC acquired 20.37 billion yuan in loan and credit, an increase 

of 65.9 billion yuan from the previous year. It acquired a line of credit of 147.3 

billion yuan, making up 72% of its total liabilities, 10 percentage points up from the 

previous year. The ratio of long-term liabilities to the gross interest-bearing 

liabilities reached 61%, demonstrating a more enhanced financial stability.
MCC and the Agricultural Bank of China held a bank-enterprise 

cooperation conference on November 11, 2009

Responsible procurement: The inclusion of the concept and requirement of performing corporate social responsibility in the total process of 

procurement so that the products and services procured are “full of” responsibility and that the behavior of procurement is responsible.

Knowledge



Support post-disaster reconstruction
MCC provides active support to disaster relief in areas hit by disasters such as earthquakes and typhoons. MCC gives as much assistance as possible 

to relocate the affected people and reconstruct their homes.

On January 25 and September 29, 2009, Premier Wen Jiabao 

extended his regards to the employees of MCC Shijiu Construction 

Co., Ltd. twice for their hard work in the reconstruction of Dongfang 

Turbine Co., Ltd., saying “Thank you for your painstaking 

contributions to the post-disaster reconstruction of the nation.”

Commitment to Social Well-being
MCC commits itself to “benefit the place where it invests” and enthusiastically participates in public welfare activities. In 2009, its public welfare donations 

amounted to 9,991,000 yuan.

On September 25, 2009, Premier Wen Jiabao inspected and 

directed the post-disaster reconstruction of Dongfang Turbine Co., 

Ltd. in Deyang. He extended his gratitude to the employees of 

MCC Chenggong Construction Co., Ltd. and praised MCC for its 

rapid and good quality construction.

Local procurement: Identify potential local suppliers and contractors as much as possible.

Foster local suppliers and contractors: Help local enterprises develop and establish joint ventures when no eligible local enterprises are found.

Support the development of other enterprises within the project area: Assist in the development of enterprises in the project area which have no 
direct connections with the project.

MCC’s overseas procurement policy

Social Responsibility Report 
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Case: MCC highly praised by state leaders for its post-disaster reconstruction projects

On procurement for overseas projects, MCC gives first priority to local suppliers, with a view of helping local enterprises to develop and of promoting local 

economic development.

Premier Wen Jiabao shakes hands with Tian Ye, Board Chairman 

of MCC Shijiu Construction Co., Ltd., at the construction site of 

Dongfang Turbine Co., Ltd.

Premier Wen Jiabao shakes hands with Cheng Bingqiang, Board 

Chairman of MCC Chenggong Construction Co., Ltd.



Help the poor

In its active response to the national policies on poverty alleviation and the building of a harmonious society, MCC uses its strength to help uplift 

impoverished areas out of poverty by closely combining the actual conditions of the deprived areas and the group.

Case: MCC Australia Holdings Pty. Ltd. provides aid to the indigenous people

MCC Australia Holdings Pty. Ltd. actively devotes itself to local public welfare. 
At the 100th anniversary of the founding of the town of Point Samson, the 
company donated 9,000 Australian dollars and distributed daily necessities to 
the indigenous people.

Donate to schools

Volunteer Action
MCC actively participates in volunteer activities to repay the society. In 2009, volunteers across the group numbered 3,187, providing 9,854 hours of 

volunteer service.

MCC actively donates to schools. In 2009, it donated a total of 2,615,500 yuan.

Children’s tug-of-war

4241
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Ceremony of donation by Huatian Engineering & Technology 
Corporation, MCC (HTC) to Mashi Elementary School
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The year 2010 is still a complex and volatile year in terms of the global economic situation. It is a crucial year for China as it continues to cope with 

the international financial crisis, maintaining steady and fast economic development and step up its transformation in the pattern of economic 

growth. It is also an important year for MCC to achieve continuous and stable development. Faced with the changing domestic and foreign 

socioeconomic environments as well as opportunities and challenges, MCC will continue to be guided by the outlook on scientific development, 

adhere to its social responsibility philosophy of “continuous innovation and development for a better future”, and responsibly boost the continuous 

and harmonious development of the enterprise, economy, society and the environment.

We will comprehensively implement the SASAC’s requirement of “enhancing strength by performing the primary business”, make unremitting 

efforts to develop our primary business, and bring together manpower, materials and other resources to develop business with good market 

prospects and anticipated yields, centering upon our overall objective of “constructing a world-class, internationally competitive enterprise group.” 

At the same time, we will actively adjust our industrial structure, transform the pattern of development and expand operational fields, to further 

enhance our capacity for sustainable development.

We will keep abreast of the latest global trends in science and technology and maintain an accurate grasp of the future adjustment and 

development directions of the industries we operate in. We will constantly improve our independent innovation system and further improve our 

effective long-term mechanisms for independent innovation. We will also strive to break in-house technical barriers, strengthen the sharing of 

technological resources, and strengthen the development of key technologies to forge our edge in industrial technological development while 

ensuring technology reserves. We shall do all these in order to provide effective technological support to the group’s industrial structure 

optimization and upgrading as well as to the transformation in the pattern of economic growth. 

We will continue to view our human resource talents as our primary resources, uphold the lawful rights and interests of our employees, improve 

training, incentive and constraint mechanisms, and inspire their wisdom and potentials. We will lay further emphasis on the building of five teams 

– leadership, grass-roots Party leaders, technological leadership talents, project managers and team leaders. We shall form and reinforce benign 

interactions in the development of our employees and the enterprise.

We will stick to our goal of improving product quality and customer satisfaction. We shall constantly improve our level of customer service, actively 

create value for our clients, strive to achieve reciprocal cooperation between the group and the clients, form closer and more harmonious customer 

relations and truly realize co-development of the group and clients.

We will make unremitting efforts to protect the environment, continue to advance the building of long-term effective mechanisms for environmental 

protection, improve our energy saving and emission reduction management system, strengthen the building of our environmental protection team, 

vigorously develop a cyclic economy, make further efforts to save resources, and constantly increase our environmental protection performance.

We will continue to conscientiously implement the guidelines of “giving equal priority to safety, precaution and comprehensive management”, 

further enhance our philosophy of safe development, conduct safety management in a serious, careful and practical way and strive for total safety 

quality management, bringing our production safety and quality management to a new level.

We will actively perform our responsibility as a global citizen, promote the development of local communities and repay society, and thus contribute 

to a more harmonious society and a better world.

Outlook for 2010



Expert Comment 

(by Ms. Chen Ying, Board Member of the UN Global Compact)

I have thoroughly read China Metallurgical Group Corporation’s (MCC Group) 2009 Social Responsibility Report (hereinafter known as “the 

Report”), and as such submit the following appraisal:

1. Report characteristics

Not long after MCC Limited’s published its first Social Responsibility Report (SRR), its parent company MCC Group also published its initial SRR, 

thus fully displaying the high importance the group places on fulfilling its societal duties. The Report showed that in order to support the nation’s 

continued development, MCC Group, as a foundation builder and constructor of China’s metallurgical industry, has completed 90 percent of its 

steel construction project tasks in surveying, design and construction. The group has made historical contributions to the rapid development of the 

nation’s metallurgical industry, winning high appraisal from several generations of Party and national leaders and becoming the pride of China’s 

metallurgical industry.

Since the start of the new century, MCC Group has adhered to scientific development as a guiding force and diligently implemented the 

State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission of the State Council’s requirements on Guidance for State-owned Enterprises in 

Fulfilling Social Responsibility. To fulfill its duties, the company has comprehensively implemented enterprise social responsibility concepts, 

established clear objectives, improved management systems and adopted effective measures in seven areas including scientific development, 

science and technology innovation, employee growth and development, customer service, environmental protection, safety in production, and 

social harmony and stability.

The Report spelled out the origin of the company’s social responsibility concepts, formative processes and the support guarantee systems for its 

work in four major areas of social responsibility. It explained that the company has integrated social responsibility concepts with enterprise 

operations, and utilized its advantages in EPC contracting, natural resources development, equipment manufacturing and property development 

to support outstanding practices for the healthy development of the economy. The Report reflected the company’s belief that scientific and 

technological development is an important driving force for enterprise development, as well as its support for using advanced, environmentally 

friendly technology to push forward the development of the low carbon industry and the integrated utilization of key resources. The Report also 

introduced the company’s successful global management model of devoting itself to promoting the joint development of the local community and 

the enterprise.

2. Report Appraisal

With its rich content, succinct writing, clear logic, dynamic design format and strong readability, the Report fully introduces MCC Group’s social 

responsibility concepts, practices and management systems. It is high quality SRR that adheres to the requirements of the State-owned Assets 

Supervision and Administration Commission of the State Council as well as current trends of international SRRs. 

3. Suggestions

In order to further raise the effectiveness of MCC’s implementation of social responsibility practices and make a strong impact on society, the 

company should accomplish the following:

First, further improve the enterprise’s social responsibility management organization system and institutional system.

Second, vigorously push forward the promotion and cultivation of enterprise social responsibility, and raise employees’ awareness and practical 

abilities in the area of social responsibility.

Third, actively engage in social responsibility work at home and abroad, promote the enterprise’s influence internationally and create an improved 

environment for the enterprise’s strategic transformation as well as its global operations.

United Nations Global Compact Board Director
Director of the Beijing Rong Zhi Institute of Corporate Social Responsibility 
Director of the Center Office of the Global Compact Network China 
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1. Have you found what you wanted to know about in this report?

If not, please list down what want to know about.

2. Which part of this report were you most interested in?

MCC values your opinions about this report. Please send us your comments and sugges-

tions so that we can further improve this report.

Please answer the following questions and fax this form to: +86-10-5986 9164.

Or sent it by mail to Secretariat of Board of Directors, China Metallurgical Group Corp. at 

No.28, Shuguangxili, Chaoyang District, Beijing.

Department: Secretariat of Board of Directors, 

China Metallurgical Group Corp

Address: No.28, Shuguangxili, Chaoyang District, 

Beijing

Postal Code:100028 

Telephone: 0086-10－59869189

Fax: 0086-10－59869164

Email: shzrbg@mcc.com.cn

Reader’s Feedback Information

(Optional) Please tell us your:

Career:

Address:

Email:

Fax:

Telephone:

Postal Code:

Company:

Name:

Contact Us:



To:

Secretariat of Board of Directors, China Metallurgical Group Corp.

No.28, Shuguangxili, Chaoyang District, Beijing
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